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ABSTRACT

This report represents essentially the thesis submitted by

T.H. Huang in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the

degree of Master of Science in Mechanical Engineering at The University

of Iowa. Professor Allen T. Chwang was supervisor of the research

project and thesis advisor.

This study deals with the earthquake effect on a three~dimensional,

rectangular dam-reservoir system with vertical boundary. Both the lon

gitudinal and the lateral harmonic ground excitations have been investi

gated. The compressibility of water, the seismic wave attenuation and

the phase difference between two ends of a reservoir are considered.

Analytic solutions are obtained for the hydrodynamic pressures, forces,

and moments by using the method of orthogonal expansions. The possibility

of resonance is discussed. Resonances tend to occur for a deep dam

excited by a ground motion of small seismic period. The effects of the

seismic wave attenuation, the phase difference, and the length of a reser

voir are found to be small.
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I. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Review of Pertinent Literature

In view of the catastrophic consequences of dam failure,

the investigation of the earthq~ake effect on a dam-reservior

system is particularly important. A large volume of lit

erature concerned with water pressures on rigid dams during

earthquakes has been published in the recent decades.

Westergaard (1933) first derived an expression for the

hydrodynamic pressure exerted on a rigid dam with vertical

upstream face by an incompressible fluid in a reservoir.

The "added mass" theory was presented in his paper by

ignoring the effect of surface waves and by assuming that

the reservoir is infinitely long.

Based on his experimental results, Zangar (1953)

concluded that the hydrodynamic pressure on a dam with the

upstream face vertical for half or more of the total height

will practically be the same as that of a fully vertical dam.

Also, by ignoring the compressibility of water, Werner and

Sundquist (1949) produced a $olution for an incompressible

fluid in a reservoir of finite length with two ends of the

reservoir moving in phase or 180 0 out of phase. They
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concluded that the motion of the distal end of the re

servoir is immaterial if its amplitude does not exceed that

of the motion of the dam site and provided that the ratio

of the length of a reservoir to its depth is not smaller

than 3. Moreover, in 1949, they found that the compressi

bility of water may play an important role in determining

the hydrodynamic pressure on a dam and that resonances,

which depend on the length of the reservior, may occur.

Kotsubo (1959) has shown that Westergaard's solution is

valid only when the period of a harmonic excitation is

greater than the fundamental natural period of a reservoir.

Chopra (1967) also presented a complex frequency response

and a unit impulse response of a vertical dam to a hori

zontal ground acceleration with a compressible fluid kept

in a reservoir of infinite length. He demonstrated that

the errors introduced by neglecting the compressibility of

water could be 20% for a reservoir with a depth of 100 ft.

and may be up to 51% for a 600 ft. deep reservoir. Thus, as

we shall see later,the motion of the distal end of the dam

would not be immaterial if the fluid were compressible.

However, the surface wave effect on the hydrodynamic pressure

will be neglected in this thesis.



1.2 Assumptions

We propose to analyze the hydrodynamic pressure of a

three-dimensional dam-reservoir system. The dam-reservoir

system, like many other gravity dam-reservoir systems in

the United States such as Henshaw Dam in San Diego, Tygart

Dam in West Virginia, Kensico Dam in New York or City Re-

servoir No. 3 Dam in Portland, Oregon, may be simplified

as a rectangular reservoir of constant depth with the dam

located at one end. The dam and the reservoir are assumed

to be rigid. The hydrodynamic pressure on the vertical

upstream face of the dam would be the real part of the re-

3

h 1 1 · iwtsponse to t e comp ex acce erat~on e . This investiga-

tion will contain two parts; one is that the system moves

longitudinally along the extending direction of the reser-

voir and the other is that the excitation is parallel to

the upstream face of the dam in the horizontal direction.

Under the assumption of the linearity of this problem, the

solution due to arbitrary horizontal excitations can be

obtained by superposing the results of these two cases.

The period of a ground excitation during a typical

earthquake may range from 0.1 to 10 seconds; and the

shear wave speed on the ground usually varies from 1,000

ft/sec for soft soil to 10,000 ft/sec for hard rocks. If
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we assume the period to be 0.5 second and the wave speed to

be 5,000 ft/sec, then the wave length of the shear waves

caused by an earthquake is about 2,500 ft which is of the

same order of magnitude as the dimensions of a common dam-

reservoir system. If a reservoir is 1.5 miles long, the

ground acceleration at the dam will be about 6TI radians

out of phase comparing with that at the distal end of the

reservoir. Therefore, the phase differences must be taken

into account to set up the boundary conditions at the dam

and along the side boundaries of the reservoir. In addi-

tion, the amplitude of seismic waves decreases with dis-

tance. For a reliable estimate, we may adopt the formula

s =o
( 1)

as the spatial attenuation factor for a wave function as

discussed in detail by Press (1964) and Knopoff (1964).

In Equation (1), r is the distance from the epicenter, n

is a constant, and ~o is related to the dimensionless

~uality factor Q by (Knopoff, 1964)

( 2a)

where w :j..s the frequency and Co the phaii:ie yelqc;kty of q
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seismic wave. The dimensionless quality factor Q, which is

a measure of attenuation, is defined by

Q = 2~E/~E, (2b)

where ~E is the amount of energy dissipated per cycle of a

harmonic excitation in a certain volume, and E is the peak

elastic energy in the system in the same volume.

We also assume that the amplitude of the excitation

is small, the fluid is compressible and inviscid and the

flow irrotational. By ignoring the convective effects, we

can derive a governing wave equation for the velocity po

tential in view of the linearity of our problem. The free

surface is assumed to be fixed so that no surface waves

exist. By the method of orthogonal expansions, analytic

solutions can be found. In this thesis, influence factors

such as the phase difference, the spatial attenuation fact

or, the compressibility of the water, and the dimensions of

the darn-reservoir system, as well as the resonance pheno

menon will be discussed in detail with clear presentation

by graphs for both the longitudinal and the lateral ground

excitations.
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II. ImSPONSE TO LONGITUDINAL EXCITATIONS

2.1 GQve..rning~.q.uations and c,orresponding
~ e;: . , • '. • '?

Soluticms

The geometric shape of the reservoir of a dam-reservoir

system is assumed to be rectangular. Let the x-axis be the

direction perpendicular to the upstream face of the dam,

lying in the horizontal ground plane and passing through

the center of the base of the dam (see Figures la and lb).

The y-axis is in the horizontal plane perpendicular to the

x-axis, and the z-axis is pointing upwards in the vertical

di~ection. Let the bottom of the reservoir be at z=O, and

the water depth be H. The reservoir is bounded in the x

direction by x=O and x=2, in the y direction by y=-b/2 and

y=b/2. The dam spans from y=-a/~ to y=a/2 at x=O. We

shall investigate the hydrodynamic response of this dam-

reservoir system due to a longitudinal harmonic ground

excitation. We shall assume that the ground acceleration

iwtis in the x direction with a magnitude of e at x=O and

aei(wt + a) at x=t, where a is a constant phase difference

and a, which is assumed to be a constant, is the ratio of

the magnitude of the ground acceleration at x=2 to that at

x=O representing the attenuation effect of seismic waves.
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If we neglect the effects of viscosity of water and

assume that the amplitudes of water motion are small, the

motion of the water is governed by the wave equation,

I a2 <b

"L" W '
C

(3)

where ~(x,y,z,t) is the velocity potential which is defined

as v~ = V with V being the velocity vector. Here c is the

speed of sound in water given by

C· 2 (dP)= dp s (4)

where P is the thermodynamic pressure, p is the density of

water and s means that the differentiation is evaluated at

constant entropy. The hydrodynamic pressure P(x,y,z,t) is

related to ~ by

P = _p1.P..
at

The boundary conditions are as follows:

(5 )

~x(O,y,z,t)
i iw·t=--ew

is i(wt+a)= -~w

( 6a)

(6b)



and

~ (x,+b/2,z,t) = 0 ,y -

~z(x,y,O,t) = 0 ,

~t(x,y,H,t) = 0 .

(6c)

( 6d)

(6e)

8

By the method of separation of variables, the solution

of equation (3) satisfying the boundary conditions (6a) to

(6e) can be found as

ep(x,y,z,t) =

where

and

A
n

(2n-l)7r
= 2H (n=1, 2 , 3, ••• ) , (8)

On = l(w/c)2 A 2
n

(n=1,2,3, ••• ) , (9 )

where the positive branch ;is taken ;for the square..-root func~

tion. Depending on the relative magnitude of w/c and A cr mayn, n
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be imaginary. It should be noted that the velocity potential

~ given by (7) is independent of y because of the

symmetry of the motion and that of the reservoir.

2.2 Pressure Distribution on Dams

The hydrodynamic pressure on the vertical upstream face

of a dam is the real part of _pl! at x=O. Therefore,at

P(O,y,z,t)
(-l)n+lcos(A z)

2p ~ n
= ~ n~i 0 A sin(o £)

n n n
{(13coSa -

or

cos (on £» ~ cos (~t) - Ssinasin CUlt)}, (10)

P(O,y,z,t)

n+l
2p N (-1) COS(AnZ)

= II n~l]l A sin(]l £) {(Scosa -
n n n

cos (]l £» • cos Cwt) - Ssinasin (wt)} +
n

cosh(]lnR.» • cos(wt) - 13sinasin(wt)}, (11)
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where J1 = Ia I (n=l, 2,3, • 0 0 ), and for fixed wand c, N isn n

the largest integer such that the inequality (n-~)~ < ~H is

held. Therefore, for n ~ N, J1 n = ani for n > N, J1 n = -iano

Let the hydrodynamic pressure coefficients Cpi and Cpo

be defined as

P(O,y,z,t) = C .cos(wt) + C sin(wt) ,
pH p1 po (12)

where C . and C denote the in-phase and out-of-phasepl. po

pressure coefficients, respectively. Therefore,

and

C .p1

n+l2(-1) . ,COS(AZ) (Scosa - cos(a Q,». n n

cr H2;\ sin(cr .Q,)n n n

(13a)

2(-1)ncos(Anz)ssina

a H2 A sin(cr Q,)n n n

(13b)

If we let n* = (2n-l)~/2, c* = wH/c, Q,* = .e,/H, b* = b/H,

z* = z/H, and E = HOJ1 , thenn n

and

c . =p1
~ (_l)n+l 2cos(n*z*)

n=l n*E
n

00 (-1) n 2cos (n*z*)
n=N+l n*E

n

Scosa - cos(E 'Q,*)
n

sin(E o.e,*)
n

Sces.a. - ..c.osh (E o.e, *). n
sinh(E • .e,*)

n

+

, (13c)
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C ~ n 2cos(n*z*} Ssina. +
po = n=l (-1) n*E

n
., sin (En'~*)'

00 (_I)n+l _2_c_o=s~C_n_*_z_*~)
n=N+l n*En

Ssina. • C13d)
sinhCEn .. ~*l

These two coefficients are non-dimensional.

2.3 Hydrodynamic Farces and Homents

The total hydrodynamic force F(t) on the upstream face

of a dam can be calculated by integrating th.e hydxodynamic

pressure over the upstream area of the dam. Thus,

F(t) = f a / 2 dy fH P(O,y,z,t)dz
-a/2 0

2pa 00 (Scasa. - cos(O"nQ,»cas(wt) - Ss.ina.sinCwt)
= II n~l °" A Zsin (cr Q,)n n - n .

(141-

If we define the hydrodynamic force coefficients Cfi and

Cfo as

F(tl
p. a·Hz

(J51

where the suffices i and 0 denote the in-phase and out-of

phase components respectively. Then,



and

2. (S cosa. - cos (cr. It))
co· n= L

n=l H3cr A 2s in(cr It)
n n n

, (16a)

12

co -2Ssina.
L

n=l H3 cr A 2s in(cr It)
n n n

(16b)

Applying the same notations as in (13c) and (13d), we have

and

N 2 (Scosa. - cos (E 0 )1,*))

= n~l n
n*2E sin(E o.Q,*)n n
2(Scosa. - cosh(E o.Q,*))

co n

n=N+l n*2E sinh(E oIt*)
n n

(16c)

+

co 2Ssina.
n=N+l n*2E sinh(E o.Q,*)

n n

(16d)

The total hydrodynamic moment with respect to the base

of the dam, M(t), can be found as

M(t) = ja/2 dy jHp(O,y,z,t) ozdz
-a/2 0

(17)
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where the hydrodynamic moment coefficients are given by

2(n* + n(-1) ) (Scosa - cos CEno 9,*l 1

, (18a)
Gosh CE .01/,*) ).. n .-

n* 3E sin (E 01/,*)n . n
+ (-1) n) (Scosa -2.(n*

~
n=.lc . =

m~

and

= n~l -2(n* + (-l)n)Ssina +
n*3E sinCE 01/,*)

n n

(18b)

2.4 Discussion 6£ Results

For an incompressible fluid in an infinitely long

reservoir (c~oo, I/,~oo, and a=O), the velocity potential given

by (7) reduces to

~ (x, z, t) 2i 00 (_l)n+l= iiijf n~l .

->.. x iwtcos (>.. z) e. ne. n

>.. 2
n

, (19)

which is the same as that given by Westergaard (1933) 0 The

corresponding hydrodynamic pressure coefficients, force

coefficients and moment coefficients become
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co (_l)n+1
cos (n*z*) C (z*) 0 (20a)C = 2 L , = ,

pi n=l n*2 po

2
co (n*) - 3 0 (20b)Cfi = l: , Cfo = ,

n=l

00 (_l)n + n* (20c)Cmi = 2 L Cmo = 0 .n=l n*4

For an incompressible fluid in a finite reservoir when

the end walls (at x=O and at x=~) move in phase without

attenuation (c~co, S=l, a=O), the velocity potential given

by (7) reduces to

<p(x,z,t) = 2 ~ cosh(A (~-x» - cosh(A x)
~ co (_l)n+l nn
H n~lw A 2 s inh(A ~)

n n

iwtCOStA z)e .
n

The corresponding pressure coefficients become

cosh(A ~) - 1
C . = 2 ~ (_l)n+l n COS(A z)
p~ n=l A 2H2 s inh(A ~) n

n n

( 21a)

(21b)

(21c)

which agree exactly with the results obtained by We~ner and

Sundquist (1949).

From Equations (13), (16) and (18), we note that the

hydrodynamic pressure coefficients, force coefficients and
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moment coefficients are independent of ,time. They are

functions of nondimensional parameters i*, C*, a, and S.

we shall discuss the influence of these parameters in the

following section. First of all, we shall define the total

hydrodynamic pressure coefficient C as Cp = I c ,2 + C 2
P p~ po

Similarly, Cf and Cm can be defined. Obviously, these

coefficients are more useful since they represent the

maximum amplitudes.

The effect of i* (i* = i/H) on the total force

coefficients can be comprehended by examining its effect on

the components Cfo and Cfi . Cfo is proportional to 8sina.

This out-of-phase component becomes small as the length of

the reservoir becomes large. Thus its magnitude decreases

monotonically from infinity at ~*=O to zero as ~*+oo. Its

contribution to Cf is not negligible. Cfi contains two

infinite series, namely

and

2 cosh(E Q,*)
00 n

n=~+l E n*2 sinh (EnQ,*) ,
n

00 -2 S cosa
n=~+l E n*2 sinh (EnQ,*) •

n

( 22a)

(22b)

The former represents the force when the distal end of the

reservoir is motionless. Therefore, it decreases
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monotonialily from infinity at i*=O to a finite value (0.542

for e*=O) as i*+~. Since the longer the reservoir length

the smaller the magnitude of the latter series will be, the

latter series increases monotonically from -00 at i*=O to °
as i*+oo when cosa is positive. This negative contribution

may cause Cfi , consequently C
f

, to decrease first and then

to increase as i* increases. This can clearly be seen in

Fig. 2. For cosa > 0, the critical value of i* at which C
f

is a minimum can usually be estimated by taking the deri

vative of the first term of the infinite series (22a) to be

zero since the first term dominates the value of C
f

if

resonances do not occur. This i* is not greater than 3 in

most cases. In case of COsa < 0, Cf would approach infinity

as i*+O and would decrease monotonically as i* increases.

However, the hydrodynamic force coefficient will increase

as i* increases for Scosa = 1. The value of Cf approaches

to 0.542 as i*+~ when the fluid is incompressible. This is

the same value as that given by Chwang (1978). The influence

of i* on the hydrodynamic force coefficient is less than 2%

if i* is greater than 3. We note that most of the dam

reservoir systems do have values of i* greater than 3. For

example, the Coralville Dam near Iowa City, Iowa, which keeps

at an average 57 ft. elevation and spans about,0.5 mile long

(idealized), has a value of i* around 46..
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The influence of £* on the hydrodynamic moment co-

efficients and pressure coefficients is similar to that

on force coefficients. The limiting value of em is 0.217

as £*+00 for an incompressible fluid. This can be seen in

Figure 3. Pressure distributions for a=O, TI/4, TI/2, and

TI are shown in Figures 4, 5a, 5b, 5c, and 6. From these

figures, we note that C is zero at the water surface,
p

i.e., at z=H. The distributions increase smoothly with

depth and the pressure is maximum at the base of the dam.

As a equals zero or TI, C vanishes and thus C =C 1.'. Andpo p p

Cp approaches to 0.742 for any a and S at the base of the

dam.

The influence of C* on the force coefficient Cf is

shown in Figure 7. Since the period of most seismic waves

lies in the range of 0.1 sec to 10.0 sec, the depth H is

about 100 ft to 1000 ft, and the speed of sound in water is

4720 ft/sec, C* lies in the range of 0.01 to 14.0. C* is a

measure of the compressibility of the fluid. Figure 7

shows that Cf increases moderately with C* if 0 < C* < 1.5

(0 ~ H/T < 343 m/sec)i and it increases more rapidly as C*

approaches to TI/2 (H/T + 360 m/sec). If C* ~ TI/2, resonances

occur. It also means that resonances will not happen if the

seismic frequency does not exceed the fundamental natural

frequency of the dam-reservoir system, that is C* < Al H =

TI/2, where Al is the first eigenvalue of the reservoir. High
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seismic frequency and large depth are apt to the occurrence

of resonances.

The values of Cf at resonances are theoretically

infinity. From equation (16), the C~esonance is given

by

2k-lCkn = --2--~ (k=1,2,3, •.. ) for Scosa ~ 1. (23)

And this is also valid for Scosa = 1 if

where

m = 1,3,5,7, ...

Resonances also happen at

(k=I,2,3, ..• ~ n=I,2,3, ... ) (24)

if Scosu ~ 1~ or Scosa = 1, n is an odd integer~ or Scosa =

-1, n is an even integer. It is understandable that reson-

ances occur alternately for a=O and a=~ because of the

effects of phase differences.
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The influence of C* on the hydrodynamic moment coeffi

cient Cm is similar to that of Cf as shown in Figure 8.

Figure 9 shows that there may be oscillations in the pressure

distribution when C* > ~/2.

The effect of e on Cf and Cm can be quite different for

different values of a. It is more sensitive if ~* is smaller.

Figure 10 shows the influence of 13 at C* = 0.0 (incompres-

sible) and ~* = 1. o. As 13 increases, Cf will increase if

cosa < 0, but will decrease if COsa > o. One reason for

this is that the second part of the in-phase component (22b)

contributes negatively to Cf (also Cm) for COSa > 0 and

gives positive contribution for cosa ~ O. Also, we can

see from Figure 10 that Cf and Cm remain practically constant

at ~* = 10.0. Since ~* is normally greater than 3, the 13

influence is rather small for most dam-reservoir systems.

In Figure 11 we note that the effect of a on Cp (at

z=O), Cf ' and Cm is symmetric with respect to the line a=~.

Hydrodynamic pressures (or forces, moments) increase as a

approaches to ~ and decrease as a tends to zero. They

remain almost constant at ~* = 10.0. The effect of a is

therefore small for most dam-reservoir systems.
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III. RESPONSE TO LATERAL EXCITATIONS

3.1 Governing. Equations and Correspondinsr

Solutions

We shall adopt the same rectangular dam-reservoir

system as described in Chapter II for the study of lateral

excitations. For convenience, we select a new (x' ,y' ,z')

coordinate system as shown in Figure Ie. This new (x' ,y' ,

z') system is related to the previous system by

x'=x, y'=y+b/2, z'=z.

In most cases, the width of the dam is small in

comparison with the length of the reservoir. If b=200 ft,

the phase difference between two side boundaries for an

excitation with 2500 ft wave length is about 0.15~. There-

fore, we shall assume that the whole system moves with the

d I t ' iwt H th ' t fsame groun acce era ~on e • ence, ere ~s no erms 0

a and S involved in boundary conditions. Let~' (x' ,y' ,z' ,t)

denote the velocity potential of the reservoir. The super-

script " ," denotes the y-direction excitation. The boundary

conditions are



p , Y I ex I ,0, z ' , t) i iwt
C25a)= --e

w

<p ' y' (x I , b , z ' , t)
i iwt C25b)= --e ,
'w
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and

4>'z,(x',y',O,t) = 0,

<P ' t (x' , y' , H, t) = 0 •

C25c)

C25d)

The solution of equation (3) satisfying the boundary condi-

tions (25) is found to be

2 ; co cos (an (b-y '» - cos (anY I )

<p' = • ~ (_l)n
wH n=l a A sin(o b)

n n n

iwtcos(A z)e ,
n

where an and An are given by (9) and (8) respectively.

Obviously, the velocity potential is independent of the

length of the dam-reservoir system.

3.2 Pressure Distribution on Dams

The hydrodynamic pressure on the upstream face of the

'). <p 'dam is the real part of -Pat- at x=O. Therefore,
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2p co {cos Can (h-y' »- cos (anY') }
p' = L (_l)n

~ n=l a A sin(a b)n n n

or

• COS(A z)cos(wt) ,
n

p' = C~(pHCOS (wt»

(26)

(27)

where the hydrodynamic pressure coefficient due to lateral

excitation is given by

~ 2cos(n*z*) sin (E oy*)
C' (-1) n !1 += n*·E cos (E ·b*/2)P n=l n n

co n 2cos(n*z*) sinh (E •y*)
nJ;.N+l(-l)

n (28)n*·E cosh(E ob*/2)·n n

The dimensionless parameters n*, z*, b* and E in equation
n

(28) are given in equation (13), and y* is defined by

y* = y/H

3.3 Hydrodynamic Forces and Moments

(29)

By integrating the hydrodynamic pressure P' over the

depth of the dam, the hydrodynamic force per unit width

f' (y' ,t) at x=O can be found as
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f' (y' , t) = fH p' ex' , y' , z, t) dz
o

cos Cwtt 0 (30)

The total hydrodynamic force F'(t) is given by

F' (t) = /b+a)/2f 'odY' = 0 0

(b-a) /2
(31a)

This means that the hydrodynamic force distribution along y'

direction is anti-symmetric with respect to the plane y' =

b/2 (or y=O) 0 If we integrate f' from y = -a/2 (y' = (b-a)/2) to

y = O(y' = b/2), then

cos(wt) 0 (3lb)
cr 2>.. 2 s in(cr b)

n n n

=~ 'fH n=l

F' (t) = rb / 2 f' ody'
(b-a) /2

sin(cr b/2) (1 - cos(cr a/2»n n

We define the hydrodynamic force coefficient by

C' = f' (y' ,t)

f pH2cos (wt)
(32)

Therefore,
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sinCE y*)
C' = _ ~ 2 0 n

f n=l E on*2 cos (Enb*/2)
n

ex> 2
- n=~+l -E-o-n-*-2

n

sinh (Eny*)
cosh(E ob*/2) 0n .

(33)

Also, the hydrodynamic moment per unit width with res-

pect to the base of the dam is given by

m' (y' ,t)

where

= JH zP'dz
o

= C'pH3cos(wt) ,m (34)

C' =m
N n+l .
L «-1) - n*) •n=l

2 s.in(Eny*)
cos (Enb* /2)

+ Y «_l)n+l _ n*) • ~2~_
n=N+l E on*3

n
sinh(En·y*)

cosh(En'b*/2) 0

3.4 Discussion of Re'sults

(35)

The hydrodynamic pressure coefficient C~ at several

values of y* is shown in Figure 12. We note that the magni-

tude of C' increases as y* increases; and C' = a at the planep p

y=O. This trend, however, will break down if resonances

take place. Resonant frequency can be found by letting
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E b*/2 = (2m-l) 7T/2 Cm=1,2,3, ... ) •n

That is

c* = 1(.-C2~-l)7T)2 + «2m-l)7T)2 (n=1,2,3, .•• ) • (36)mn .. b*

From (36), if b* = 2.0 and c = 4720 ft/sec, 'then the smallest

C* for resonance to occur is Cflwhich is about 2.22. The

corresponding value of H/T for the system is

H/T : 1668 ft/sec • 508 m/sec • (37)

Also from (36), we know that the resonant frequency ~ is

given by

oJ = (A c)2 + «2m-l)7T • c)2 .
ron n b (38)

If the ground excitation frequency w .- < w
1

f no resonance can

happen. A high seismic frequency and large values of depth

and width would more likely cause resonances. The hydro-

dynamic response to lateral excitations is anti-symmetric

with respect to the y=O plane. The first discontinuity of

the curves in Figures 13 and 14 at s) = 2.22 Cat b* = 2.0)

is due to the first natural resonant frequency of the system.

At second natural resonant frequency (C~l = 4.97), there
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are some nodes of standing waves and thus the discontinui.,..

ties of the curves are different for different Yalue$ of

y*. Figure 15 shows that the hydrodynamic pressure dis.tri

bution may be oscillatory when C* becomes. large.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS

The present study has lead to the following conclusions

for longitudinal earthquake excitations:

(1) The hydrodynamic forces are not sensitive to

~/H when ~/H is greater than 3. Only relatively

short reservoirs (i. e~" ~/H' < 3), which are

unusual among existing reservoirs,. may be

influenced considerably by ~/H.

(2) The occurrence of resonance depends on the ratio

H/T. This ratio plays an important role in most

failures of dams during earthquakes. A low-dam

design tends to be on the safe side. Reson

ances will not take place if H/T < 360 m/sec.

(3) At a=O, the hydrodynamic force coefficient reaches

a minimum and at a=~ a maximum when C* < ~ And

the influence of a on Cf is very small when £/H >

3. For C* > ~t resonances may occur. The

resonant frequencies for a=O and a=~ take place

alternately with the increase of C*.

(4) The increase of S has positive contribution to

the hydrodynamic force coefficient when cosa < 0
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and n~gative contribution when cosa > O. The

overall effect of B is rather small for ~/H < 3.

(5) The pressure distribution increases monotonically

with. the depth. But if C* > Cit it may oscillate.

The study of lateral excitations leads to the following

conclusions:

(1) If C* < C{i the magnitude of the hydrodynamic

pressure coefficient increases with an increase

of y. For any C*, the hydrodynamic pressure and

force coefficients are anti-symmetric with respect

to the plane y=O. They also oscillate along the

y direction when C* is closer to C~. Thus, the

bending of a dam should be considered in the

design process.

( 2) Resonances occur when C* > C*. The influence of
11

C* on Cf and C~ is similar to that for longitudinal

excitations. No resonances are possible if H/T <

1668 ft/sec for b* = 2.0. A low dam design is

safer.

(3) The hydrodynamic pressure generally increases

towards the base, especially when C* < C*. However,
11

A bendingoscillations may occur when C* > C*.
~l

reinforcement for a dam is also important.
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This thesis presents analytic solutions tor the problem

of earthquake effect on a three-dimensional dam.,..res:e.ryoir

system. The effects of seismic wave attenuation and phase

change along the longitudinal direction of the reservoir are

also included.

Bustamante etal. <:1966} concluded that the error

introduced by ignoring the surface waves is Jrlore than 20% if

HIT < 2. 6m eH is in meters}. Earthquak.e frequencies. are

random in character and spread over a wide range. It

follows that for T > 3 sec, surface wave effects. should not

be neglected.

The dam is assumed to be rigid in this thesis. However,

the fundamental natural frequency of the dam may be close to

the excitation frequencies of an earthquake, therefore the

interaction between the reservoir and the flexible dam

should be studied.
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